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Optical Rectification at Semiconductor Surfaces
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We show that far-infrared radiation can be generated in the depletion field near semiconductor sur-
faces via the inverse Franz-Keldysh eA'ect or electric-field-induced optical rectification. This mechanism
is conceptually diA'erent from those previously proposed and accounts for many recent experimental ob-
servations.

PACS numbers: 78.20.Jq, 42.65.Bp, 73.25.+i

A significant body of work dating back to the early
days of pulsed lasers has explored the generation of far-
infrared (FIR) radiation using visible-light sources and
electro-optic materials. In such materials, the nonlinear
interaction between two optical fields produces a static or
slowly varying electric field at the beat frequency, with an
intensity determined by the instantaneous intensity of the
optical fields. This phenomenon has been designated as
the "inverse electro-optic eff'ect, " "optical rectification, "
or, more generally, "difference frequency mixing" [1]. A
number of picosecond time scale demonstrations of this
effect have appeared in the literature [2]. More recently,
the generation and detection of picosecond and subpi-
cosecond FIR transients has taken a new direction, utiliz-
ing photoconductive media coupled to antenna structures
[3]. In these experiments the FIR generation process has
been explained as Hertzian radiation from time-varying
electric currents.

Very recently, it has been shown experimentally that
ultrashort pulses of FIR radiation can also be generated
from ultrashort optical pulses incident on a semiconduc-
tor surface [4,5]. This observation opens up new and ex-
citing possibilities for terahertz spectroscopy and charac-
terization of electronic properties of semiconductor sur-
faces. These studies have culminated in the observation
of FIR transients as short as 120 fs [5]. The commonly
accepted explanation for the eA'ect has remained in the
domain of "current surges" occurring in the surface de-
pletion field [4]. In the present work, however, we wish

to reexamine this most recent phenomenon in the original
context of optical rectification and second-order optical
nonlinearities. Our model quantitatively takes into ac-
count both the above band-gap (resonant) nature of the
excitation process as well as the presence of a surface de-
pletion field. In so doing, we find that we can satisfactori-
ly account for many key experimental observations, most
importantly the absolute intensity of the detected light
and its dependence on crystallographic orientation.

Figure 1 shows a simple representation of the energy-
band extrema of a semiconductor near the surface. In a
conventional transport picture one assumes that electron-
hole (e-h) pairs are created by vertical transitions in real
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FIG. 1. Energy-hand extrema near a semiconductor surface.

space within the penetration depth of the incident optical
field. Subsequently, as indicated by the solid arrows in

Fig. 1, electrons are accelerated by the surface depletion
field, while holes remain confined to the surface. The re-
sulting current surge 8J/8t then gives rise to FIR radia-
tion, where J is proportional [4] to the photoelectron pop-
ulation n and material mobility p. However, as indicated
by the dashed arrow in Fig. 1, there exists an alternative
approach to the problem, based on nonvertical transitions
in real space. Because of spatial separation of final elec-
tron and hole states, this process leads to an instantane-
ous FIR polarization Po whose second time derivative
'd Po/Bt determines the radiated signal. This sta-
tionary-state picture also underlies some theoretical
descriptions of the Franz-Keldysh effect, i.e. , the
modification of optical properties by a static electric field
[6].

In lowest order in the optical field F. and neglecting
nonlocal effects, the FIR (static) polarization Po induced
perpendicular to the surface may be written as

P, =gt2'(0 —~,~) ~Z„~ '-,
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where g is the second-order nonlinear optical susceptibility [7]. Usually, the latter quantity is strictly equal to zero in

systems with inversion symmetry, such as semiconductors with diamond structure. However, the surface depletion field

F breaks this symmetry and makes g nonzero over the depletion width. For the simple two-band semiconductor mod-

el illustrated in Fig. 1, we find in the rotating-wave and effective-mass approximations

r

tz& I p„+ (n'Iez, ln)p„* + (m Iezhlm')p„*m
g"'(0; —a, ~) = ——

V nmks enkn+eh mk rO &y n e'nn'k +ehmk++ &y m' Senk+ehm k '+&y

Here, h = I, V denotes the crystal volume, y the dephas-

ing rate, s the spin, k the momentum parallel to the
surface (x-y direction), and n the electron and hole

eigenstates perpendicular to the surface (z direction).
(n'lez, ln), (mlezhlm'), and p„„, are the intraband and in-

terband dipole matrix elements, respectively. In our cal-
culation, infinite barriers are assumed at the air/semi-
conductor interface z = —d/2 and at z =L/2, as shown in

Fig. l. As L ~, the bulk (half-space) limit is ob-
tained.

The most striking evidence for the g process is a
strong modulation of the detected FIR intensity as the
sample is rotated about its surface normal. Figure 2(a)
shows the observed FIR intensity (triangles) from an

InP(100) surface as a function of azimuthal angle as well

as a fit by a theoretical curve of the form c~+czcos2&k,
where &k is measured from the (Ol I) direction and the

coefficients c~ and cz depend on the angle of incidence
and the linear optical response. The calculation takes
into account the anisotropy of g in an approach similar
to that in Refs. [7,8]. Similarly, Fig. 2(b) shows the az-
imuthal dependence of the FIR intensity from an

InP(111) surface, which is well described by the theoreti-
cal expression

c I +cz [acosP —1][acos(p —2n/3) —1]

& [acos(p —4n/3) —1],
where a =J2cot8„and 0, is the transmission angle of the

p-polarized light. The observed strong modulation of
FIR intensity, which arises from the anisotropy of g, is

difficult to explain in the current surge model.
For small surface depletion fields, we expand the dipole

matrix elements in Eq. (2) in powers of F. Retaining
only the leading term, we find

Ipol &nlez lm&o &nlezhlm)og"' o; —mm =
nmks ennk+ehmk +Iy enmk+ehmk &y ennk+ehnk tO &y

(mleFz, ln&o
X

%mk+ ~hmk + & f
&mleFzh' In&o +C.C. ,~'+"'--+ y,

' (3a)

where z, h e(d/2 —z, h) (z, h
—d/2), pp is the bulk in-

terband dipole matrix element, and e is the Heaviside
step function. This result may also be written in the in-

tuitive form

~"'(0 —~ ~) =~"'(0 o, —~,~)F (3b)

which shows that the effect is entirely induced by the
symmetry-breaking surface depletion field F.

Equation (3) is our main result. It generalizes to arbi-
trary photon energies ro and nonzero dephasing rate y the
results of Ref. [9], where below band gap (nonresonant)
excitation of an externally biased semiconductor has been
considered. In this case, by using the permutation rela-
tions for nonlinear optical susceptibilities [7], g (0;0,
—ro, ro) may be directly related to g ( —ro;ro, o,o) de-
scribing quadratic electrorefraction, i.e., the leading
changes in refractive index due to a static electric field
[9]. In the present case, the relationship between Eq. (3)
and changes in optical properties due to a surface de-
pletion field is more complicated. We note, however, that
large effects have been observed using various kinds of
modulation spectroscopy [10] and hence there exists an
equally large nonlinear optical susceptibility describing

surface depletion field-induced optical rectification.
We have evaluated Eq. (3) for GaAs parameters:

band-gap energy Es=1.425 eV, spin split-off energy
6=0.33 eV, electron effective mass m, 0.067mo, and
hole effective mass mh=0. 34mp. Figure 3(a) shows the
third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility gt ~(0;0, —ro,

ro) versus photon energy ro for a dephasing rate y=5
meV and (i) a surface depletion field (d=200 A, L
=1800 A), (ii) an externally biased thin film or quantum
well (d=L =200 and 1000 A), (iii) an externally biased
bulk sample (d=L =~). In all cases g shows dif-
ferent behavior for excitation below and above the band

gap Fg. For co&Fg, g drops rapidly, following a
power-law behavior. This regime has been discussed pre-
viously and designated as virtual photoconductivity [9].
For co & Eg, on the other hand, g follows more or less
the linear absorption, as expected for real photoconduc-
tivity. We note, however, that our expression [Eq. (3)]
for g also contains contributions due to the optically in-
duced interband polarization and hence differs from any
consideration based on population effects alone [4].
These additional coherent contributions are particularly
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FIG. 2. Crystal orientation dependence of the femtosecond
electromagnetic signal generated from 100-fs 2-eV optical
pulses as a function of the azimuthal angle III for an InP sample
grown along (a) the (IOO) direction and (b) the (I I I) direc-
tion. The solid triangles are the experimental data. Theoretical
results are shown as solid curves.

important on the picosecond and subpicosecond time
scales. In any case, Fig. 3(a) is consistent with the exper-
imental result that no detectable FIR radiation is ob-
tained from ZnSe (Es=2.4 eV) and GaP (Eg =2.2 eV)
samples when excited well below the band gap at co=2
ev [4].

The optical- and electric-field dependences of the FIR
radiation follow directly from Eqs. (I) and (3b) and are
also consistent with experiments [4]. The induced FIR
polarization scales linearly with optical intensity and sur-
face depletion field F. It thus has a different sign in n

type and p-type samples [4]. For very high optical inten-
sities, we expect the optical intensity dependence of the
induced FIR polarization to saturate to a sublinear be-
havior due to (i) saturation of interband transitions [9]
and, more importantly, (ii) screening of the low-fre-
quency FIR response. Indeed, this saturation has been
observed in recent ultrashort pulse experiments [5].

Figure 3(b) shows that for fixed io (ro =2 eV) and the
above band-gap excitation g decreases with increasing
dephasing rate y. This is again consistent with experi-
ments in which a marked decrease of the FIR signal with
increasing temperature has been found [4]. (We note,
however, that the surface depletion field F and width 1
also depend weakly on temperature [11].) Since the de-
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phasing time is approximately proportional to the mobili-

ty, this result confirms the picture that the induced FIR
polarization scales with mobility [4].

Figure 3(c) shows g
' vs d for fixed y and co (@=5

FIG. 3. Third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility g' '(0;
0, —co, cu) of GaAs vs (a) photon energy co, (b) dephasing rate

y, and (c) depletion width d.
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meV and to=2 eV). The dependence on depletion width
d follows approximately a linear behavior for d & 300 K
(or doping n ( IO'" cm ) [10] and a quadratic behavior
for d ( 300 A. Using the well-known doping dependence
of the surface depletion field and width F-n and
d-n ', respectively [11],we find for the doping depen-
dence of the radiated FIR field Eo—Pod-Fd -n
for d ) 300 A, which is again in good agreement with the
experimental result [4] Eo-n . Using a dipole model
similar to that used by Shen [12], we also find that the
radiated FIR fields in reflection and transmission have

opposite signs, again in agreement with observation [4].
We point out that our calculated absolute values of g

(Fig. 2) are also quite consistent with measured effi-
ciencies (in the unsaturated regime) for FIR generation
at semiconductor surfaces. Specifically, depending on the
detailed doping parameters, calculated values of g be-
tween 10 and 10 esu lead to FIR field strengths on

the order of 10 V/cm, assuming an incident optical power
density of approximately 10 W/cm .

In conclusion, we propose that a model based on optical
rectification at semiconductor surfaces is sufficient to ex-
plain all the major experimental observations made to
date. In particular, our model provides a simple explana-
tion of the strong dependence of FIR generation on crys-
tallographic orientation of the sample surface. Further-
more, we suggest that the present mechanism should also
give rise to second-harmonic (SH) generation. We do ex-
pect some diA'erences between FIR and SH generation,
however, due to the different screening of the low-

frequency FIR response and the high-frequency SH
response.
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